UPSOLUT Multi-Function
Parking Space Sensor

• Detects up to six parking spaces
• IP67 rated, dust and water proof
• Audio alert and video recording capability
• Car locater feature
• And much, much more...

Simply the Most Advanced Multifunction
Ceiling Sensor on the Planet.
As the parking industry continues to seek more ways to satisfy their customers, data collection
is paramount to learning more about their behaviors.
Introducing the UPSOLUT MCS — A truly advanced sensor for parking guidance that includes a
car locator, LPR, video streaming, surveillance and audio alert features.
UPSOLUT can monitor up to six parking spaces. It uses state-of-the-art vehicle detection
technology and can be customized to include optional equipment and software, enabling:
• License plate recognition
• Car locater functionality
• Video stream capture
• Fish eye surveillance camera - capture a complete image of your garage, not just the parking
spaces
• Audio output for alerts and special announcements

UPSOLUT sensors
can monitor up to
six parking spaces,
three per each side
of the aisle.

Key Performance Features
Rugged and Durable – IP67 Compliant
Like other INDECT products, the UPSOLUT is designed to withstand well beyond the daily
rigors of the parking garage environment. It is the only IP67 sensor on the market; meaning it
can be totally immersed in water and is tightly sealed against dust. Unlike other camera sensors
on the market, maintenance is minimal.
Car Locater Capability
Customers can easily find their car via freestanding kiosks placed near exits or by smartphone
app. It’s as simple as typing in your license plate and the Car Locater will immediately give you
the level, section, parking space number and directions to the car from your current location.

Car Locater Kiosks
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Video Recording and Playback Capability
UPSOLUT also records video from the sensors. Activity in a parking space triggers the sensor
to record and store the video stream. This is useful when using the sensors for security and
enforcement purposes.
Advanced Detection Technology
UPSOLUT reliably detects vehicles in a broad range of lighting condtions, making it the
most accurate camera-based system on the market. UPSOLUT’s onboard computer runs
advanced detection algorithms to achieve 99% accuracy rates.
Run Reports, Audits and Performance Analysis
Overall control of the UPSOLUT system and software operation is carried out via a browser-based
user interface that provides a real-time reporting capability of the parking facility’s performance.
• Occupancy
• Parking duration
• Turnover
• Number of entries to spaces in a period
• Traffic flow
• Search by license plate number – see the history of each user of the garage
• Search by state - see where your customers are coming from
Additional Features
• Audio output
> Programmable and unique to the market
> Broadcasts pre-recorded messages, such as:
		 - “You have parked in a no parking zone.”
		 - “This parking space is reserved for a different car.”
• Wide range of space occupancy indicators:
> A choice between internal LED or external LED indicators
> The LED sensor is RGB, so it can be set to any color
• Optional fish-eye surveillance camera
> Provides 180° view of garage for improved safety and enforcement
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Video and OCR
capability greatly
improves tracking
and security.

User friendly
“Admin” panel
provides real time
occupancy and
reporting.

Easy To Install & Maintain
UPSOLUT is designed to be installed down the middle of a parking row, completely
avoiding the parking spaces on each side. Since cars do not need to be moved during
installation, UPSOLUT can be quickly and easily retrofitted into existing garages without
effecting normal operation.
INDECT: A Trusted Name in Parking Guidance
INDECT products are situated on 5 continents, at over 450 locations, monitoring more than
400,000 parking spaces with the highest possible accuracy.
You will find INDECT Parking Guidance Systems at the biggest shopping malls,
busiest airports, and the most exclusive hotels and universities. INDECT is
improving parking efficiency at hospitals, and profitability at city-owned parking
lots, parks and entertainment venues.
Founded in 2003 by dedicated parking industry professionals, INDECT quickly
established itself as the leader in world-class parking guidance and space
administration systems and technology. For more information, contact your
local representative today.
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